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Round 8&9 (11&12) Season 42, Issue 7

A Grade
Rnd 8 – Batting second the bears restricted Kirribilli to 180 with only 5
wickets falling which were shared around between most of the bowling
options. With the bat the Bears fell over with L Baker(43) and J Wilton
(37) the only batsmen to beat the extras total of 25. The bears all out for
150 in the 36 th over.
Rnd 9 – Once again bowling first the Bears were unable to roll the
opposition on a deck with some early life. Mosman making 187 and being
only 6 down after their full 40. M Webb took 3-36 from his 8 overs to be
the standout bowler. With rain coming in during the bears batting innings
only 12 overs were available before the game was called off as a draw.

B 1Day Grade
Rnd 11 – Batting first the bears posted a competitive 9/167 from 40
overs with D Kelly starring with 77 from the top of the order being ably
supported by several other who made starts. Unfortunately that was as
good as it got for the bears with the Old Ignations opener(s) tearing the
bowling apart. In an opening stand of 158 one of the openers contributed
117 before being the first and only wicket. Bears score passed with 1
wicket taken and nearly half the overs remaining.
Rnd 12 – Bears post 106 with only 8 listed players. K Giffin carries his
bat to provide the backbone of the innings with 43*. The score is passed
5 down with a couple each to R Ayoub and R Anitori.

B Reserve Grade
Rnd 8 – Having dismissed the Dreggs dangerman for loose change the
Bears were unable to stop the rest of the line up pilling on 166 all out with
B Banning getting 3-fa being the most effective bowler. With M Gullis top
scoring with 30 the bears had a poor day with the bat and were all out for
136 with extras second top scoring
Rnd 9 – On a Wet day the bears batted first and posted a competitive
145 at Pottery Green. With XXXX top scoring. After 6 overs the
opposition were in a bit of trouble at 1/11 when the rain came to save
them from a mauling.

C 1Day Grade
Rnd 11 – Wining the toss and forcing the opposition to bat Skipper D
McWilliams took the new pill and starred in the destruction of the
opposition for 125, with a 3-fa. The Bears ran it close passing them 7
down largely thanks to 58* from T Ha in the middle order.
Rnd 12 – Forfeit by us.
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C Grade
Rnd 8 – Posting 97 thanks to the openers primarily and C Ashton (35)
specifically the bears were going to struggle to defend a small total. But
with the opposition 7 down and one wicket to get the bears were passed.
With K Thongs 3-23 being the pick of the bowling.
Rnd 9 – Bat first, get rolled for 75 in 25 overs and still think you’ve won
the game…. Well close but no. With a tiny total to defend the bears had
the opposition 5 down for 54 after exactly 20 overs, game on. Then the
rains came. D Woods 3-9 off 8 providing the stand out figures in the loss.



After another disappointing couple of weeks with no cricket and wondering if we would play again this season,
the clouds cleared and the sun shined and a wicket was prepared. Cricket was on again, this week at least,
the Bears were scheduled to play Kirribilli Crusaders in a one day game.

After loosing the toss and bowling, the rust had well and truly set in with some sloppy bowling and unusual
shot selections by the batsmen. (Horses tied at the gates). What had been a noticeable plus in our game this
season has been our catching. Our last 2 games have really let us down in this department. I cant remember
Squeak dropping 3 catches in a season, let alone in one game. This game he dropped 1 batsmen twice in 2
overs on 20. The same Batsman gets 91. Enough said. Kirribilli finished their 40 overs on 5 for 180, with 2
wickets to Vanilla and 1 wicket each to Linc Baker, Squeak and Webby.

In to bat and what we thought to be a reasonable score to chase on a decent wicket turned into a disaster.
Bears all out for 150 with little resistance except for Linc Baker on 43 and Vanilla on 37 and some late order
hitting from Darren Pearce. Our batsmen seem to get started and allowing for the good ball, still play some
dumb shots to get out. In saying that, a very huge plus was the way Lincoln opened the batting and proved
that this may be the spot he stays at for the rest of the year. Vanilla also managed to take a fielder out with a
ball that bought snow down with it, hitting the fielder on the thumb and dislocating it.

Another frustrating loss to a side that has the most potential in this A grade comp and also sees the Bears
drop out of the top 4. Mosman this week at Balmoral Oval and hoping a reversal of fortune gets us back in the
winning frame before the Xmas break and back into the top 4.

JW

Playing at one of the more picturesque grounds in the association, the Bears were on a roll, playing 2 weeks
in a row with the Bears to play Mosman in a one day game.

After winning the toss and bowling, A few early break throughs saw the justification for bowling with a lot of
plays and misses. Vanilla looked quite dangerous and unplayable at times with the new ball on a damp deck.
Mosman 2 for 24 after 8 overs. Some luck saw a few batsmen get away and play some unorthodox shots
during there innings. Some next to average fielding at times didn’t help. The one upside after Squeaks
dropped 3 catches in the slips the previous game was to see him banished to another spot in the field. Into
slips came Vanilla at 1st slip to hold a sharp chance off Webby (Charlotte to his mates). Catches also to Doc
and Pearcey. Masterclass will be held for Squeak during a break in play…….

Mosman finished 6 for 187 off there 40 overs. With Charlotte now starting to really find his place in A grade
bowling superbly to claim 3 for 36 off his 8 overs. With the 3 other wickets shared between Elliott, Squeak and
Vanilla.

In to bat chasing 188. Not too much to report as the rain settled in with 1 break in play. Bears finish 1 for 28
off 12 overs, with Vanilla on 14 and Mad Dog Morgan on 2. Doc dismissed, bowled for 4.

A draw for the Bears and points shared. A grade would like to thank the support each week of Spider and also
great to see the Burger back and supporting Bears cricket again. Also, best of luck to Mad Dog who is off to
Switzerland in the new year and his duties with the Bears completed for this season. Keep an eye on the
website Morgs.

Vanilla

Round 8 v Kirribilli Crusaders @ Willoughby Park

A Grade

Round 9 v Mosman @ Balmoral Oval



Batting (min 2 matches)
Name Mat Inn Agg No Quacks Hs Ave

Baker, Lincoln 6 2 58 0 0 43 29

Wilton, Jason 9 6 100 2 0 37 25

Edwards, Peter 9 4 98 0 0 41 24.5

Kings, Mathew 9 5 61 1 0 32* 15.25

Grenville, Nick 7 3 29 0 1 25 9.67

Bowling (min 2 matches)
Name Mat O M R W Ave SR Econ

Edwards, Peter 9 61 14 189 16 11.81 22.88 3.1

Wilton, Jason 9 65 20 181 12 15.08 32.5 2.78

Kings, Mathew 9 26.5 1 112 7 16 23 4.17

Baker, Rhys 7 34 7 131 4 32.75 51 3.85

Webb, Matthew 5 17 1 81 4 20.25 25.5 4.76

# Club P W2 W1 D L1 L2 WKTS
LOST

RUNS
FOR

WKTS
TAKEN

RUNS
AGST PTS %

1 Kirribilli Crusaders 9 1 4 3 1 0 42 1109 44 834 48 1.3931
2 North Shore 9 0 5 1 3 0 59 1037 74 1114 40 1.1675
3 Wanderers 9 0 3 5 1 0 42 857 34 836 40 0.8299

4 Cammeray 8 0 4 3 1 0 43 894 42 624 38 1.3994
5 West Pymble 9 0 3 2 4 0 61 1010 51 1026 34 0.823
6 North Sydney Leagues 9 0 2 4 3 0 43 620 50 969 34 0.744

7 The Roseville Memorial Bats 8 0 1 4 2 1 29 608 37 847 26 0.9158
8 Mosman 9 0 0 2 7 0 66 1539 53 1424 22 0.8679

Next Game:
V

West Pymble
@

Koola Park
Saturday 12th &

19th Jan

A Grade Stats

BAGGIES!!!
New NSLCC Baggies are being ordered.

Approx $40/$45 each.

Will be yours for cost, the club will not be making money from this.

Send The Growl an email if you want one.
The_Growl@hotmail.com

The Doc raised a fair point.
Although most of the conversation was

muffled and drunken slurred, basically he
wanted to know what the logo was to be.

Primarily cos he wasn’t prepared to wear a
baggy with the new dog logo on the front!

Never fear! The old logo has been retained
out of tradition!

With one slight difference… The Growl will donate a prize of a schooner of lager
to the first person who can spot the difference.(see new logo on right)

The prize is based on the winner purchasing a baggy and if The Growl can be arsed to pay up.



Right thanks to the people (b@stards) who didn’t fill in results or sending reports this
is the most confusing round thingo of all time.
A-Grade – Rnd 8 - L Baker

Rnd 8  - Nice work goes to Linc. From the top of the order chasing a tricky 180 this
young bear got us off to a great start. With wickets tumbling around him he kept his nerve and
plugged away to be the 6th wicket to fall with 92 runs to the bears. If only more than one other
bear had put their hand up this target might have been hauled in.
B-1 Day – Rnd 11 – D Kelly. Rnd 12

Rnd 11 – Congratulations to Ned. This long time bear who makes about one
appearance per season these days stood up and smashed 77. Now the growl didn’t see the
innings and hasn’t read the report, at the time of writing this, but from previous knowledge
The Growl is guessing the ball was pretty happy that this innings was over so it could get hit a
little less hard!

Rnd 12 – Nice work Grumbles. In a score of 106 Grumbles opened the batting and
was still there when the last ball of the innings was bowled. His 43* probably didn’t make
compelling watching but with the bears short of numbers and every run counting this 43 could
be valued much higher and with a few others in the top order sticking with him who knows
what could have happened.
B- Res –  Nothing, niets, rien, nichts, t?p?ta, niente, nada, ??????
C-1 Day- Rnd 11 – T Ha

Rnd 11 – Congratulations to Ha Ha. Hopefully hes passed some exams or something
so he can play more games for the Bears! Pretty much everyone else failed to contribute to
the batting in this game apart from Tim and C Patterson(24), oh and extras(23).  But coming
in with 31 on the board Tim saw the bears home 7 down with his 58*. Great work.
C- Grade – see B-res.

Round 8 – D Kelly 77 and 1-0-0-9
Right well lets not mention the bowling but the batting certainly was a stand out. If youv’e
seen Ned bat before then you can imagine the innings, if you havent worth getting along to
have a watch its generally quality fun. With daylight between this score and the next best in
the innings Ned setup the bears total. Great first up knock for Ned for the bears.

Round 9 – E Hyder 61
Coming in at 8, something hes not used to, Ed arrived at the crease with the Bears in trouble,
something he is used to. 6-41 upon his arrival, 100 up before the next wicket fell thanks to his
partnership with swanny, all out for 145 when he was the last wicket to fall. Ed’s innings’s are
normally based on his bat having dirty big fat edges that he uses in a broadsword like
manner. Unconventional? Yes. Effective? Yes. Match Saving/Winning? Potentially with this
performance.

Previous Winners
1 Chris Wall 93
2 Peter Edwards 6-29 & 41 & 2-fa
3 Brent Banning 60 & 1-19
4 Greg Swanson 2-12 & 15 & 3-37 & 14
5 Matt Beazley 56
6 T Eales 309 & 42
7 Chris Patterson 98 & 8-5-0-7

Round 8/9(11/12) Performances worth a mention

Player of the Round



Batting first on the small and lumpy Pottery Green, the bears were lucky to have one of our many
prodigal sons - Dave Kelly - opening. With a bit of support from Roberto, Eyles and Kenny, Dave
made a solid 77 with only 1 chance offered that I can recall. In truth, the start we had was not
capitalized upon and so although our 167 was good by recent standards, Pottery is a small ground
and the Trundlers have scored well in recent matches. Dave Kelly also opened the bowling and after
his first over he was no longer the golden haired boy but an illegitimate back-street sprog that no one
wants to know. I think it may have been 12 balls ? Suffice to say Dave can certainly bowl better than
that [1]. In fact all of our bowlers present can bowl better than they did in that game and now that I'm
peering back through the alcoholic haze I see pie after pie being dispatched by their fattest player -
'Boggy'. He finally holed out on the boundary having scored 117 (incl 11 sixes) and taken the game
away from us very quickly. He did well... but then we did bowl some real poo so it's perhaps not
quite the achievement it seems. Anyway, they smashed us.

Yards

[1] From the point of view of the match write-up and a license to dump shite, there is nothing better
than someone having success in one area of the game and then failing in another.
.

Firstly, let me say that playing on Dec 23 (Sunday) was stupid. However, it's a sign of a healthy club
when we can actually put together a side of people from other grades, ring-ins and of course the
extended Ayoub family. So with this in mind we were philosophic about playing one of the stronger
teams on a beautiful day down at the old tip. Batting first we made some changes to the order (11->1)
but without success (another duck for our hapless number 11, whoever that is). Grumbles (the other
opener) batted stoically through the entire 40 overs and amassed 43* while most around him
crumbled. Chowy looked good in hitting 25 but got himself out just when it seemed that he and
Grumbles might really be able to take the innings somewhere. The only other resistance came from
Chris Ashton (16*) who showed a straight bat and steady temperament to see out the innings. Now
that I think about it - but I couldn't be bothered checking - this might be the first time the side has
batted out our 40 overs (?). Anyway, on a slowish field, even our modest total meant we were in the
game and so our franken-team lurched out onto the field in good spirits. We bowled much better than
in previous weeks but struggled to get one of their openers (62) out before too much damage has
been done. In the end they got the runs without too much of a struggle and so although we'd been
competitive it was not to be. Curses aside, ... hmmm... actually we should just forget about that crap
and start playing well again after the break.

Thank you again to everyone who filled in for this game.

Yards.

B 1Day Grade
Rnd 11 – Old Ignatians Trundlers@ Pottery Green

Rnd 12 – St Leonards Jackals@ Blackman Upper

Darren ‘Stirlo’ Pearce
Crossword Special!!!

Page 72!
Yep another short news week.



Batting (min 2 matches)
Name Mat Inn Agg No Quacks Hs Ave

Grenville, Nick 2 2 63 1 0 55* 63

Webb, Matthew 5 2 24 1 0 13 24

Giffin, Ken 9 5 68 2 2 43* 22.67

Chow, Ashley 3 2 30 0 0 25 15

Tierney, Joel 5 2 29 0 0 27 14.5

Bowling (min 2 matches)
Name Mat O M R W Ave SR Econ

Ayoub, Rick 9 36 5 134 11 12.18 19.64 3.72

Webb, Matthew 5 30 7 105 8 13.13 22.5 3.5

Yardley, James 9 44 2 220 7 31.43 37.71 5

Tierney, Joel 5 28 5 101 6 16.83 28 3.61

Anitori, Roberto 9 26.3 4 106 2 53 79.5 4

# Club P W2 W1 D L1 L2 WKTS
LOST

RUNS
FOR

WKTS
TAKEN

RUNS
AGST

PTS
PTS rat %

1 Old Ignatians Trundlers 12 0 8 2 2 0 57 1741 77 1604 60 5 1.4663
2 St Leonards Jackals 10 0 4 4 2 0 37 1104 44 1148 44 4.4 1.1436
3 Roseville 10 0 5 0 5 0 73 1671 84 1515 40 4 1.2692

4 Kirribilli Crusaders 12 0 5 1 6 0 92 1749 69 1678 46 3.833 0.7817
5 The Roseville Memorial Bats 11 0 4 2 5 0 68 1446 59 1455 42 3.818 0.8623
6 Ku-ring-gai Crazy Kids 10 0 3 3 4 0 48 1126 63 1273 38 3.8 1.1609

7 North Sydney Leagues 11 0 2 4 5 0 53 843 40 906 38 3.455 0.7022
8 Old Ignatians Lantana 4 0 1 0 3 0 28 727 20 828 12 3 0.6272

Round 13
V

Roseville
@

Barra Brui Sports
Field Saturday

12th Jan

B-1Day Stats

Double Wicket

Forget Australia V India

Find out what real sledging is all about!

Play for the Jack Giffin Shield and etch your name
into Bears history

Where? Northbridge Oval   

When? Sunday 27th Jan 2008 10am
Let the Social Sec know if you can make it - bradley.fraser@rbc.com

Or let The Growl know – The_Growl@hotmail.com

Normal Food, beer etc on the day.



If ever a match was won or lost on the toss, it was today. I gave that coin an almighty flick, but it fell
their way and we paid the price. It was hot, bloody hot. No breeze (I guess every team in Sydney who
fielded first today felt it).  Not to worry though, we would take it in our stride and go from there.
Our team had several news faces, including Neil the pom, Badge and Cornell the Dutch / Aussie striding out
for the Bears for the first time. We also had the GK terrorising older ladies in the St Ives shopping centre as
we were missing quite a few players and all proved great asserts to our team.  I really can’t stress how good
the Bears fielded and bowled in that stifling heat. Unfortunately we paid the price later, because to a man
we were effectively dead men walking when it came to batting time. I don’t know what it is about these
grounds, but you get no value for your shots and with big boundaries, Cowan oval sure did ensure we ran
around a bit.
Today our catching was great. We put a couple down but the boys held some hot ones. The mitts were on
fire including Neil in slip, Creeds in Gully, GK at point, Neil again at long-on, Cornell behind the stumps, BB
at slip via Cornys glove and Swanny. Catches do win matches, it is simple. An oldy but a goody. Today we
did that.   I really thought that in particular our first 20 overs were brilliant, everyone was pumped and we
kept them to 4-55 at drinks including seeing the back of their 1000 run man from last season. Again we
were a little off the pace after drinks but not like the previous week. They chanced their arms but it is
frustrating to see their top 4 only got 9,7,13 and 0.  Their bottom 5 bats got 29,22,9,22 and 2.  We seemed
to wilt a little towards the end of their innings but everyone tried real hard and stayed positive during the
tough conditions and we rolled them in the last over for 166.  What was that???  166????  I think to a man
we all walked off the field thinking what the???  It seemed a little high.  It seemed 20 too many.  Was I
sleeping or something?  Mmmmmm.  Funny thing was, one of theirs actually verbally accused US of
doctoring the books because he couldn’t believe we were on a certain amount of runs at one time. Maybe
they knew a thing or two about it???  Maybe there is some big black hole out there……anyway, after
trudging off and putting the eyeballs back in the head after seeing their total, it was time to get on with
things. Special mention to BB (8: 3-20) Wacky Backy (8: 2-20) with Swanny and Neil picking up 2 each.
Creeds must have nicked one of GK’s bingo wings sweethearts because for the 2nd week running he has
bowled extremely well without getting a wicket. He damn well deserves one!

So the staggering souls went out to bat and as is bloody typical, the clouds started to roll in….so it was
damn humid, and vision isn’t great up there when it isn’t bright sunshine.
Unfortunately we didn’t play very calculated or smart cricket while batting and it cost us getting closer
getting to their score. I think everyone gave their all in the field, most of us were out on our feet out there
with the bat. Neil and I got things rolling, they bowled alright early on before Neil was bowled by their
Malaysian star player who had the audacity to throw down Beaz’s wickets with a direct hit not long after.
That wasn’t before Bez let fly with a super 6 off his legs.

2-46 soon became 3 for 46 when I edged behind, before Creeds and Muddo got us going with a great stand
that got us to drinks. Exactly the same as last week, we were 3-75 at the break and in a fair degree of
control. We then lost Creeds and Swanny in successive balls on 81 in the first over after drinks. Drinks are
really becoming a taboo for us!  At the end of the 22nd over, we needed 71 off 102 balls. By the end of the
30th over we needed 65 off 54 balls. I hate to have to pick a moment where the match slipped from our
grasp, but this was it. We scored 6 runs off 48 balls. Their spinner bowled two straight maidens, only
conceding only 4 runs in his 1st  5 overs. Our bats were flat out on their feet but what was disappointing
were the availability of singles straight down the ground and in front of square on both sides of the wickets.
We just didn’t take them.  I used to have as a coach an international leg spinner from SA. He always said to
slow bowlers most teams will have their two straight fielders (mid-on / mid-off) deep. No need to play across
the line off a spinner, just play safe and straight, take the ones all day and wait for the pie you can cross bat
wherever. We need to learn from that. 3,4 or even 6 singles is as good as a cross bat swipe to or over the
fence.    Then as the equation slipped from our grasp it started to call for desperate measures and we lost 3
wickets in 3 balls on 135, with Wacky our final man out on 136.  We fell 31 runs short and the toll of our day
in the field told on our players.  A big thanks again to the players who came into the side, Neil with his
fielding, batting and bowling, with Cornell keeping very well in his first game for the club and taking the right
approach with the bat, Badge throwing down some crackers and GK as ever a great asset to any side for
his commitment in the field and to the team.

Rnd 8 v Dreggs @ William Cowen Oval

B- Res



 I think we all agree that we can do better with the bat, our middle order is copping too much pressure from
early wickets and we need to be smarter with our run chase, especially when we have the ratio so well in
our favour. Things just weren’t meant to go our way today but lets try and make amends next week against
North Shore. It would be good to finish the year on a good note.  If we do, there might be some Beers For
Bears money spent at the club next week!

Bears were sent in vs last years Grand Finalists North Shore and it proved a good move by their captain. 1-
5 became 2-17, then 3 and 4-18 and 5-24 before we even blinked. Cornell and Mac Mac settled things
down a bit, before Mac Mac went last ball before drinks.  6-39, things were not looking good. 2nd over after
drinks, we lost Cornell 7-41 and to say we were in trouble was an understatement. Then probably the
partnership of the season between Ed Hyder and Swanny. It yielded 60 very valuable runs and soaked up
so much of the bowling that it definitely took the cockiness out of the opposition (who weren’t afraid to let us
know the score during the match).  Swanny went for 20 at 101 but we hit 3 figures which we never thought
we’d get.  Wacky entered the scene and smashed them around, he put on 34 with Ed for a good 17
including a wicked 6. Ed got his well deserved 50 and ended up last wicket out for a great 61.  Really was a
good effort and gave us something to bowl at.

We started well, Robbie Wallace firing in a grenade from the deep for Cornell to whip off the bails for the run
out. After 6 overs, they only had 11 on the board and were looking under a stack of pressure before the
weather intervened.
Shame, as it was going to be close.

Batting (min 2 matches)
Name Mat Inn Agg No Quacks Hs Ave

Wall, Chris 3 3 140 1 0 93 70

Creedy, John 5 5 144 0 0 51 28.8

Horgan, Nick 2 2 49 0 0 43 24.5

McGregor-MacDonald, Simon 3 4 71 1 0 26* 23.67

Swanson, Greg 4 4 64 1 0 32 21.33

Bowling (min 2 matches)
Name Mat O M R W Ave SR Econ

Sowell, Jeremy 5 51 4 135 14 9.64 21.86 2.65

Smart, Jason R 5 50.2 11 162 9 18 33.56 3.22

Creedy, John 5 32.2 0 105 6 17.5 32.33 3.25

Swanson, Greg 4 23 0 123 6 20.5 23 5.35

Arif, Farhan M 4 9 0 40 4 10 13.5 4.44

# Club P W2 W1 D L1 L2 WKTS
LOST

RUNS
FOR

WKTS
TAKEN

RUNS
AGST

PTS PTS
Rat %

1 Old Ignatians 8 0 6 1 1 0 61 1062 85 1229 42 5.25 1.2041
2 North Sydney Leagues 8 1 3 2 2 0 68 1257 67 1118 40 5 1.1078
3 The Dreggs 9 0 5 2 2 0 69 1378 77 1255 42 4.667 1.2253
4 Wanderers 9 0 5 1 3 0 71 1673 63 1349 40 4.444 1.1004
5 North Shore 8 0 3 2 3 0 52 1076 69 1271 32 4 1.1233
6 Ku-ring-gai Bonnons 7 1 1 0 5 0 61 1053 72 1101 26 3.714 1.1289

7 Lindfield Blue Fog 7 0 2 3 1 1 56 929 41 867 26 3.714 0.7845

8 West Pymble 9 1 1 0 6 1 109 1508 78 1709 28 3.111 0.6314
9 Neutral Bay Jets 7 0 1 1 4 1 60 1188 55 1225 18 2.571 0.889

Next Game:
V

Neutral Bay Jets
@

Primrose 1
Saturday 12th &

19th Jan

B-Res Stats

Rnd 9 v North Shore @ Pottery Green



This was a game we needed to win but it was up against the top team. Last time we played them their top
order killed us but they seem to be vulnerable against the spin king. So the plan was to bowl spin early
this time.
On game day we were going to play with only 10 players and one of those said he was turning up late.
Plus Paddy trying to balance family and a syd ways arrived late delaying the game. We only had 7
players at this stage and had to take the field. Two young rookies Tim Ha and Michael Coffey arrived well
into the sixth over. But fortunately for us the plan worked as I opened with leggies and the batters
struggled against my 2-3 field placing. Before the young guy arrived we had them 3 for 20. Our luck
continued when their top batsmen Brunello (A grader, BB you can check and his stats show that) returned
the ball and was out for a duck. Now that we were into their middle order I can bring on Patto who ended
up with 2/17. Both wickets were caught by replacement keeper Tim Ha. Michael Coffey was very
impressive with the ball getting one of their top order batsmen and Eales continued his form getting 2/32.
We dismissed Kirribilli for 125 which was an outstanding performance considering we were down a few
players.
This should have been an easy win from this point but we like to make it interesting. When Patto (24) and
Dale (2) were out we now relied on our bowlers and the new boys to get us home. The only one to use
the middle of the bat was Tim (58*). His innings included five 4s and four massive 6s, one in which hit a
kid on the head playing basketball (some how it didn't kill him). We reach the oppositions total with 2
wickets to spare.
Winston

We had to forfeit …

Batting (min 2 matches)
Name Mat Inn Agg No Quacks Hs Ave

Beazley, Matt 4 4 392 0 0 141 98

Patterson, Christian 5 5 270 0 0 98 54

Banning, Brent 3 3 106 0 1 60 35.33

Wallace, Rob 3 3 92 0 0 47 30.67

Wood, Dale 7 7 148 1 1 77 24.67
Bowling (min 2 matches)

Name Mat O M R W Ave SR Econ

McWilliams, Darren 11 53.5 4 323 13 24.85 24.85 6

Eales, Tony 7 25.5 1 151 13 11.62 11.92 5.85

Wood, Dale 7 32.5 8 118 11 10.73 17.91 3.59

Paton, Dominic 8 45.3 4 255 11 23.18 24.82 5.6

Nolan, Robert 6 43 6 189 8 23.63 32.25 4.4

# Club P W2 W1 D L1 L2 WKTS
LOST

RUNS
FOR

WKTS
TAKEN

RUNS
AGST

PTS PTS
Rat %

1 Kirribilli Crusaders 12 0 8 2 2 0 59 1394 86 1435 60 5 1.416
2 North Shore 12 0 7 2 3 0 83 2050 87 1670 56 4.667 1.2867
3 Lindfield PGLG 11 0 6 1 4 0 76 1490 89 1386 48 4.364 1.2589
4 Lindfield Ramrods 12 0 6 0 6 0 91 1927 93 2160 48 4 0.9117
5 North Sydney Leagues 12 0 6 0 6 0 95 2018 83 1958 46 3.833 0.9005
6 Northbridge 12 0 5 1 6 0 85 1999 78 2067 46 3.833 0.8875
7 Roseville 12 0 3 1 8 0 100 1524 81 1673 38 3.167 0.7379
8 The Roseville Memorial Bats 11 0 2 1 8 0 87 1585 79 1638 32 2.909 0.8787

C 1day Grade(The Winstonables!)

Rnd 11 v Kirribilli Crusaders @ Chatswood High School

C – 1Day Grade Stats

Round 13:
V

Northbridge
@

Tunks 2
Saturday 12th

Jan

Rnd 12 v Lindfield Ramrods@ Tunks 1



Continuing the Growls season long John and Yoko style love-in with all things Darren ‘Stirlo’ Pearce, heres your
chance to bring thoughts of the big man and a pen with you to the Garry Glitter to wile away those
uncomfortable few minutes. Answers in the next Grow, if I remember, whenever that is. First person to send in
the completed Crossword wins absolutely nothing but the unending appreciation of the legend that is D.S.P.

Bear Wear!
The Growl presents the latest in Bear

Wear.

Formal Shirts in black(not the grey pictured) to
compliment Squeaks other black shirts.

These will be available at $20 each.

 Please let the Growl know if you want
one as we will be purchasing to order

The_Growl@hotmail.com

Normal sizes…S,M,L,XL,XXL,XXXL,Banning

ACROSS
3 Darrens common Lager
4 Darren was one half of the ‘Odd Couple’ at Prince
Street with this Character
6 This Stumpers Favourite Stumper
11 Darrens First Footy Team
12 NSLCC executive position previously held by
Darren
16 Darren was once banned from this town
18 Darrens preferred hometown Brew!
19 Number of dumb pre season injuries Darren has
inflicted upon himself (thanks mainly to the pre-season
smoko)
DOWN
1 Darrens Current Footy Team(how many does this
boy have)
2 Darrens Nickname
5 Darrens Home Town
7 Darrens Home town Footy team
8 What Darren would say to a group of bears upon
seeing them for the first time that day(or at any other
time)
9 Darrens dart of choice
10 Number of years Darren lived at Prince Street
before hoovering his room.
13 Darrens far far far better half
14 Where you will find Darren for 30 minutes before
most games.
15 Darrens Favourite Batting Stroke
17 Darrens preferred method of dismissal

How well do you know Darren ‘Stirlo’ Pearce? The Crossword!



Mighty C Grade

This match against Pymble was a much closer game than it need ever have been. They walloped
our batsmen. With the exception of McGrath 25 and newcomer Chris Ashton 39... 4 ducks... and 3
scoring just 1... extras with a healthy looking 11. Truth is though.. we did field and bowl very well.

Though never enough runs scored by our batsmen.

To sum it all up...?

RUNS ON THE BOARD !!!

If C grade hopes to make and contest these finals at all... we really need to start again and place
some true value on every wicket.

The Shah

As we all got to the ground there was a certain smell in the air. Body odour and the game had started; I
though the place was meant to be a cricket ground not a steam room. We batted first with Nick (0) who
was quickly sent packing and replaced by Dale (19) 2 sixes and a four to his name tormented the young
kids. Dale went and BB arrived (3) hit a few out of the middle and then got bowled middle stump. Wayne
(the great Rooster) came and went for a duck off one ball IBW (Paddy fired him). Dish (1) came and went
Cooper (0) did the same. Spin King hung around with people in the field shorter than him for a good stint –
played very well but for no runs. Tony (20) and Matty (11) looked the goods until they both got out. And
another duck to Paddy ended our innings on a total of 75. We got bowled out by a 15 year old with a five
wicket bag!!!
BB opened the bowling with Dale from the other end. BB took the first wicket with a catch to Dale at 2nd

slip. Dale took the second wicket to a catch to BB at second slip. Dale continued toil away with some very
tight bowling to have a nice figure of 3/9 (8). Dish and Tony then took over the mantle of bowling to some
very short people again Dom was not the shortest player on the park. As we took drinks the heavens
opened and the pitch turned into an ice skating rink.
BB and the Mosman captain dived for the rule books, with Mosman making the calculations they advised
BB and Worms that in fact we had won and Mosman had lost ‘again in this way to a rule’. BB got them to
check the run rate twice more and they advised that we had won.
We all left the ground until the Mosman captain called BB who was on his 5 bourbon and coke at the
leagues to say that we had actually lost.
A lot of credit needs to go a 12 year old kid that was almost killed several times by Dale and BB as they
bowled normal length deliveries to any other batsman in the grade.
The Pillow-on-legs

Or try thew Shah alternative report…..

What a disaster... worse than the previous round.. who'd of thought ?
A Total score of just 75 runs... 5 ducks and many low helpers... Not more need be said here.
However.. the opposition. Mosman were 5/54 in reply when rain intervened and eventually  stopped all
play. Mosman won on run rate... with initially still twenty overs to bowl.  Batting was even more
horrendous than the previous round.

Shah

C - Grade
Round 8 v West Pymble @ Naremburn Lower Lake

Round 9 v Mosman @ O H Reid



Batting (min 2 matches)
Name Mat Inn Agg No Quacks Hs Ave

Badger, Daniel 4 4 44 3 0 18 44

Arif, Farhan M 3 3 70 1 0 34 35

McGrath, Nick 7 7 239 0 2 108 34.14

Hughes, Dave 6 6 142 1 0 55* 28.4

Banning, Brent 3 3 65 0 0 51 21.67

Bowling (min 2 matches)
Name Mat O M R W Ave SR Econ

Hughes, Dave 6 54.3 7 236 8 29.5 40.88 4.33

Arif, Farhan M 3 14.5 1 64 8 8 11.13 4.31

Banning, Brent 3 34.5 7 85 6 14.17 34.83 2.44

Badger, Daniel 4 33 3 134 6 22.33 33 4.06

Chaudry, Waqar 2 12 0 52 3 17.33 24 4.33

# Club P W2 W1 D L1 L2 WKTS
LOST

RUNS
FOR

WKTS
TAKEN

RUNS
AGST

PTS
PTS rat %

1 Wanderers 9 1 6 2 0 0 52 1516 84 1425 54 6 1.7185
2 North Sydney Leagues 8 1 3 2 2 0 55 1076 64 997 40 5 1.2558
3 West Pymble 9 1 4 0 4 0 83 1487 71 1509 42 4.667 0.843

4 Pigs CC 9 0 5 2 1 1 52 1158 66 1019
40

4.444 1.4424
5 Macquarie University 7 0 4 0 3 0 63 1215 51 1123 30 4.286 0.8758
6 Mosman 8 0 4 0 4 0 70 1475 69 1365 32 4 1.0651

7 Kirribilli Crusaders 7 0 1 0 6 0 51 1082 59 1206 18 2.571 1.0379
8 Northbridge 7 0 1 1 4 1 63 1215 36 1353 18 2.571 0.5131
9 The Bats 8 0 1 1 5 1 59 1004 48 1231 20 2.5 0.6635

C – Grade Stats

Round 10
V

Kirribilli
Crusaders

@
Naremburn

Upper
Saturday 12th &

19th Jan

A little thank you from the Treasurer

After very little prompting, rather shockingly, most of you Marvellous Bears
have paid your fees, or some part anyway. Well some have threatened to,

some have promised to and others are going to go back and talk to Winston
and start to teach him the concept of money.

Yes Winston as a skipper you can accept peoples cash on behalf of the club!
(in fact its encouraged! Just as long as you deposit it with the club and not use it to go on a

pokie machine/chicken shop rampage!)

I would especially like to thank Pearce for his prompt reply to my chasing for
cash. I had intended to print his email reply here but by the time I changed all

the swear words for things like %$#* there were only 4 genuine words left.

However there are still people who have deep pockets and short arms out
there so if you could try and pay it would mean that Moon could embezzle at a

much higher rate and afford a better quality of metho to drink.

Cheers



North Sydney Leagues currently
sit in a reverse Australian lucky
number of 13th in the Club
championship with a score of
55.56.

Highest Aggregates
Name Runs
Beazley, Matt 455
Patterson, Christian 270
McGrath, Nick 253
Creedy, John 233
Banning, Brent 219

Wickets
Name Wickets
Edwards, Peter 16
Banning, Brent 16
Wood, Dale 14
Sowell, Jeremy 14
McWilliams, Darren 13

Best Bowling
Name
Sowell, Jeremy 7/30

Edwards, Peter 6/29

Arif, Farhan M 5/24

Tierney, Joel 5/31

Banning, Brent 5/35

Catches
Name Catches

Gullis, Michael 11
Swanson, Greg 7
McWilliams, Darren 6
Morgan, Neil 5
Hughes, Dave 4

Wicket Keeping
Name Catches Stumpings
Pearce, Darren 9 0
Arif, Farhan M 4 1
Eyles, Steve 4 1
Croucher, Matt 3 0
Horgan, Nick 3 0

Ducks
Name

’s

McGrath, Nick

Padd, Paul

Yardley, James

Shaw, Len

Irwin, Martin

Anitori, Roberto

Giffin, Ken

Kordish, Robert

McWilliams, Darren

Chow, Ashley

Hyder, Ed

Paton, Dominic

Croucher, Matt

Chaudry, Waqar

Random Stats


